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This study investigated the relationship of executive impairment and heart disease burden to remission of major depression among

elderly patients. A total of 112 elderly subjects suffering from major depression received treatment with citalopram at a target daily dose

of 40mg for 8 weeks. Diagnosis was assigned using the Research Diagnostic Criteria and the DSM-IV Criteria after an interview with the

Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia. Executive dysfunction was assessed with the Initiation/Perseveration subscale of the

Dementia Rating Scale (DRS) and the Color-Word Stroop test. Medical burden, including heart disease burden, was rated with the

Cumulative Illness Rating Scale, and disability with Philadelphia Multilevel Instrument. Both abnormal initiation/perseveration and

abnormal Stroop scores were associated with low remission rates of geriatric depression. Similarly, heart disease burden and baseline

severity of depression also predicted low remission rates. The relationship of heart disease burden to remission was not mediated by

executive dysfunction. Impairment in other DRS cognitive domains, disability, medical burden unrelated to heart disease did not

significantly influence the outcome of depression in this sample. Executive dysfunction and heart disease burden constitute independent

vulnerability factors that increase the risk for chronicity of geriatric depression. The findings of this study provide the rationale for

investigation of the role of specific frontostriatal-limbic pathways in predisposing to geriatric depression or worsening its course.
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INTRODUCTION

Executive dysfunction, including disturbances in response
inhibition and initiation as well as perseveration have been
reported in late-life depression (Elderkin-Thompson et al,
2003; Lockwood et al, 2002; Nebes et al, 2001). Studies of
cognitive response to psychopharmacological treatment of
late-life depression indicate that executive function deficits
persist after remission of geriatric depression (Nebes et al,
2003; Butters et al, 2000).
There is evidence that executive dysfunction and

related neuropsychological abnormalities influence the
course of depression. In a small number of young and
middle-aged women, baseline executive dysfunction pre-
dicted poor response to fluoxetine (Dunkin et al, 2000).
In elderly patients, impairment in frontal lobe tests
(Trails B, card sorting perseveration) was associated with
poor outcomes of geriatric depression (Simpson et al,
1998). Abnormal scores of initiation/perseveration appear
to predict poor or delayed antidepressant response of

geriatric major depression in patients treated with
therapeutic dosages of various antidepressants over a
period of 6 weeks (Kalayam and Alexopoulos, 1999).
Moreover, abnormal initiation/perseveration scores are
associated with early relapse and recurrence of geriatric
major depression (Alexopoulos et al, 2000). These studies
had methodological limitations, including uncontrolled
treatment, short length of follow-up, infrequent follow-up
assessments, and small number of subjects. Nonetheless,
taken together, their findings suggest that executive
dysfunction is associated with poor outcomes of geriatric
depression.
Executive dysfunction, as a rule, results from impair-

ment of frontostriatal pathways. Vascular disease has
been thought to contribute to frontostriatal impairment
in geriatric depression (Alexopoulos et al, 1997a;
Krishnan et al, 1997). Patients with either evidence of
peripheral vascular disease (Alexopoulos et al, 2002b,
1997b) or white matter hyperintensities (Krishnan et al,
1997) have impairment of executive functions, psycho-
motor retardation, reduced interest in activities, and
limited insight, a clinical presentation suggestive of
frontostriatal dysfunction. Moreover, white matter hyper-
intensities have been associated with poor outcomes of
geriatric depression (Alexopoulos et al, 2002a; Steffens
et al, 2001, Simpson et al, 1998; O’Brien et al, 1998;
Hickie et al, 1997, 1995).
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This study focuses on the relationship of executive
dysfunction to remission of geriatric major depression.
Remission, defined as an almost asymptomatic state, is a
critical clinical goal in the care of depression. Patients left
with residual depressive symptoms have functional impair-
ment, compromised quality of life, and high utilization of
health care services (Lecrubier, 2002). Moreover, remission
is a more stable clinical state with a lower risk for relapse
than improvement of depression that leaves the patient with
residual symptoms (Thase et al, 2001; Paykel et al, 1995;
Mintz et al, 1992; Judd et al, 1996). While remission is
desirable, clinical trials have shown that only a little over
one-third of patients treated with commonly used anti-
depressants achieve remission (Thase et al, 2001).
Based on earlier literature, this study tested the hypoth-

esis that executive dysfunction influences adversely the time
to remission of elders with major depression receiving
controlled treatment with citalopram. Assuming that
cardiovascular disease contributes to frontostriatal impair-
ment leading to executive dysfunction, the study further
examined the impact of cardiovascular risk factors on time
to remission.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

The subjects were consecutively recruited elderly psychia-
tric patients aged 62 years and older, who agreed to
participate in the study and signed informed consent. At
entry, the subjects had met Research Diagnostic Criteria
(Spitzer et al, 1978) and DSM-IV criteria (APA, 1994) for
unipolar major depression without psychotic features, had a
score of 17 or greater on the 24-item Hamilton Depression
Rating Scale (HAM-D) (Hamilton, 1960), and a score of 1
(absent) on the Delusions and Hallucinations items of the
Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia-Life-
time version (SADS-L) (Spitzer and Endicott, 1975). The
subjects were considered in remission if they no longer met
DSM-IV criteria for depression and achieved an HAM-D
below 10.
Depressed patients were excluded if they had: (1) history

of other psychiatric disorders (except personality disorders)
prior to their depression; (2) severe or acute medical illness,
that is, metastatic cancer, brain tumors, decompensated
cardiac, hepatic or renal failure, or myocardial infarction, or
stroke within the 3 months preceding the study; (3)
neurological disorders, that is, delirium, history of head
trauma, Parkinson’s disease, and multiple sclerosis; (4)
conditions and drugs that may cause depression, that is,
endocrinopathies other than diabetes, lymphoma, pancrea-
tic cancer, steroids, b-blockers, a-methyl-dopa, clonidine,
reserpine, tamoxifen, and cimetidine; and (5) Mini-Mental
State Examination (MMSE) (Folstein et al, 1975) score o24.
Therefore, the subjects were nondelusional depressed
elderly patients without diagnosable dementia.
To increase adherence, only subjects residing within a 45-

min drive from the hospital were selected. All subjects were
required to have informants who had knowledge of the
subject’s history and enough contact so that they could
observe changes within a week.

Measures

The SADS-L and parts of the SCID-R (Spitzer and Williams,
1995) were initially administered when the subjects were
symptomatic. Depressive symptoms were assessed using the
24-item HAM-D. Testing of this study’s hypotheses relied
exclusively on two measures of cognitive dysfunction, the
Mattis Dementia Rating Scale (DRS) (Mattis, 1989) and the
Stroop Color-Word (Golden, 1978) response inhibition test.
The DRS yields subscores for impairment in: (1) initiation
and perseveration (IP); (2) memory; (3) construction; (4)
conceptualization, and (5) attention as well as a score of
overall cognitive impairment. The IP domain tests: (1)
verbal initiation/perseveration, for example, over 1min
name all things that you can buy in a supermarket; (2)
alternating movements; and (3) graphomotor design, for
example, reproduce XOXO. The Stroop Color-Word re-
sponse inhibition test consists of presentation of equal
number of the words ‘red’, ‘blue’, and ‘green’ printed in a
congruent or incongruent ink color. Subjects were in-
structed to identify the ink color of each word.
At baseline, medical burden was assessed with the

Cumulative Illness Rating Scale, modified version for
geriatrics (CIRS-G) (Miller et al, 1992). The CIRS-G rates
chronic medical burden from 14 organ-systems. Informa-
tion was obtained from medical history, physical examina-
tion, as well as the available laboratory tests. A total score
was computed by adding the subscores of each organ
system except the psychiatric/behavioral system. Baseline
disability was assessed with the Philadelphia Multilevel
Assessment Instrument (Lawton et al, 1982).

Study Procedures

After baseline evaluation, the subjects were started on
citalopram 20mg daily and the dosage was increased by
10mg to a target daily dose of 40mg. Citalopram was
administered in a single dose at bedtime. Subjects who
developed insomnia receive citalopram in the morning.
Citalopram was chosen because of its known efficacy in the
treatment of geriatric depression and its limited drug
interactions (Bezchlibnyk-Butler et al, 2000). The subjects
received their medication in 1-week supply blisters that
permitted dispensation of their daily dosage separately.
Throughout the study, the patient visits followed a
medication clinic model. No subject received psychother-
apy.
The subjects were systematically assessed during the

study on 2, 4, 6, and 8 weeks. Assessment consisted of
administration of the HAM-D as well as pill counts.

Data Analysis

Bivariate comparisons among baseline variables were
conducted using w2 and the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test.
The relationships of measures of executive dysfunction (IP
and Stroop) to time to remission were assessed with Cox’s
proportional hazards survival analysis. In these models,
education was used as a covariate because it may influence
performance in tasks of executive function. Other covariates
were age and severity of depression (HAM-D) because
subjects who achieved remission were younger and less
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depressed at baseline compared to subjects who remained
depressed (Table 1). A similar approach was followed to
study the relationship of heart disease burden to time to
remission. Finally, models consisting of measures of
executive dysfunction and heart disease burden along with
covariates (education, age, and severity of depression) were
constructed in order to examine whether executive dysfunc-
tion accounted for the relationship between heart disease
burden and remission. Two-tailed significance is reported.

RESULTS

A total of 112 subjects entered the study. They were aged
62–92 years (mean¼ 73.17, SD¼ 6.50) and the female to
male ratio was 1.07 : 1. The average maximum dose of
citalopram was 35.29mg. By the 8th week of treatment, 96
subjects remained in the study and 16 subjects exited earlier
than 8 weeks. There were no significant differences in age,
baseline severity of depression (HAM-D), or cognitive

impairment (DRS) between the subjects who reached the
8th week of the study and those who exited earlier.
Of the 112 subjects, 61 met criteria for remission (HAM-

Do10), 35 completed the 8-week study but did not meet
criteria for remission, and 16 exited the study while still
remaining depressed. Patients, who failed to achieve
remission were older, had slightly more severe depression
at baseline and greater overall cognitive impairment
evidenced by lower total DRS scores (Table 1). However,
the difference in cognitive impairment was accounted by
lower scores in DRS IP subscores (Table 1). Unremitted
subjects also had lower (abnormal) Stroop Color-Word
scores. Subjects who failed to achieve remission had greater
overall medical burden (CIRS-G) and higher heart disease
burden (CIRS Heart Disease score), but vascular disease
burden was not associated with remission; the higher
overall medical burden was accounted by higher heart
disease burden (Table 1). There were no differences in
education, between remitted and unremitted subjects
(Table 1).

Table 1 Demographic and Clinical Data in 112 Elderly Patients with Major Depression Who Underwent Treatment with Citalopram Over
a Period of 8 Weeks

Remitted (N¼ 61) Nonremitted (N¼51) Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon

Mean SD Mean SD z p

Age 71.56 6.40 75.10 6.15 3.23 0.001

Education (years) 15.38 3.38 14.35 3.27 �1.70 0.088

Depressive symptoms

Total HDRSa 23.13 4.12 25.76 4.98 2.73 0.006

Medical burden

CIRS totalb 6.73 3.57 8.63 4.28 2.28 0.022

CIRS heart disease 0.80 1.12 1.42 1.10 2.99 0.003

CIRS vascular disease 1.23 0.95 1.26 0.96 0.09 0.93

CIRS minus heart disease 5.93 3.12 7.22 3.90 1.69 0.091

Cognitive impairment

DRS totalc 136.69 6.14 134.10 6.79 �2.07 0.038

DRS attention 35.56 1.53 35.20 1.66 �1.09 0.27

DRS memory 23.16 2.38 23.33 1.97 �0.28 0.78

DRS initiation/perseveration 35.69 1.89 33.78 3.42 �2.92 0.004

DRS conceptualization 36.46 2.59 36.18 3.02 �0.23 0.82

DRS construction 5.82 0.43 5.76 0.52 �0.58 0.56

Executive dysfunction

Stroop Color-Wordd 31.32 10.35 26.33 8.66 �2.57 0.010

Treatment

Maximal citalopram dose 36.60 7.00 33.68 9.70 �1.44 0.15

a24-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale.
bCumulative Illness Rating Scale-Geriatric Version.
cMattis Dementia Rating Scale.
dStroop Response Inhibition Test: number of correct responses over 45 s during the response inhibition condition.
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Time to Remission

Cox’s proportional hazards survival analysis demonstrated
that low baseline IP scores were associated with longer time
to remission and poor remission rate after taking into
consideration the effect of education, age, and severity of
depression (Table 2, Figure 1). Similarly, CIRS Heart
Disease scores predicted poor remission rate after control-
ling for education, age, and severity of depression. IP scores
were not significantly associated with CIRS Heart Disease
scores when education, age, and HAM-D were used as
covariates (partial rs¼�0.13, p¼ 0.22). When both IP and
CIRS Heart Disease scores were entered in the same model,
each remained associated with poor remission rates
(Table 2), suggesting that the effect of CIRS Heart Disease
scores on remission is not mediated by abnormal IP
function. Medical burden resulting from conditions other
than heart diseases (CIRS total minus Heart Disease)
(Hazard ratio (95% CI)¼ 0.95 (0.89–1.02), w2¼ 1.80,
df¼ 1, p¼ 0.18) and IADL (Hazard ratio (95% CI)¼ 1.04
(0.87–1.24), w2¼ 0.16, df¼ 1, p¼ 0.69) were not significantly
associated with remission in models using education, age,
and severity of depression as covariates.
Examination of the relationship of baseline Stroop Color-

Word scores to remission using partial residual plots
showed that the relationship was linear for Stroop scores
greater than 22 but not for lower scores. For this reason,

Stroop Color-Word scores of 22 or less were windsorized to
22. Cox’s Proportional Hazards survival analysis showed
that abnormal Stroop scores were associated with poor
remission rate (Table 3). The hazard ratio of Stroop scores
was not proportional over time as shown by the significant
Stroop� time interaction (Table 3, Figure 2).
Heart disease burden was associated with poor remission

rates (Table 2). However, heart disease burden was not

Table 2 Initiation Perseveration and Heart Disease Burden:
Relationship to Remission in 112 Elderly Patients with Major
Depression Treated with Citalopram

Variables Hazard ratio (95% CI) Likelihood ratio v2 p*

Model Aa

Age 0.95 (0.91–0.99) 5.90 0.030

Education 1.01 (0.93–1.10) 0.10 40.99

HAM-D 0.92 (0.87–0.98) 7.17 0.014

DRS IPb 1.18 (1.04–1.33) 7.03 0.016

Model Bc

Age 0.95 (0.91–0.99) 4.70 0.060

Education 1.05 (0.96–1.14) 1.19 0.548

HAM-D 0.92 (0.86–0.98) 7.08 0.016

CIRS Heartd 0.69 (0.53–0.91) 6.78 0.018

Model Ce

Age 0.96 (0.92–1.01) 2.58 0.216

Education 1.03 (0.95–1.12) 0.56 40.99

HAM-D 0.92 (0.86–0.98) 6.88 0.018

CIRS Heart 0.73 (0.56–0.96) 5.27 0.044

DRS IP 1.16 (1.03–1.32) 5.55 0.036

*Bonferonni corrected p-values for two comparisons using DRS IP and Stroop
for modeling of remission.
aProportional hazards likelihood ratio w2¼ 27.12, df¼ 4, po0.0001.
bMattis Dementia Rating Scale-Initiation/Perseveration domain.
cProportional hazards likelihood ratio w2¼ 25.78, df¼ 4, po0.0001.
dCumulative Illness Rating Scale-Geriatric Version, Heart Disease Domain.
eProportional hazards likelihood ratio w2¼ 31.34, df¼ 5, po0.0001.
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Figure 1 Remission rates in 112 elderly patients with major depression
with high and low scores (median split) at the Dementia Rating Scale
Initiation/Perseveration Domain (DRS IP). The DRS IP w2 was estimated
after adjustment for age, education, and severity of depression (HAM-D).

Table 3 Response Inhibition Function and Heart Disease Burden:
Relationship to Remission in 112 Elderly Patients with Major
Depression Treated with Citalopram

Variables Hazard ratio (95% CI) Likelihood ratio v2 p*

Model Aa

Age 0.93 (0.88–0.99) 4.94 0.052

Education 1.04 (0.95–1.14) 0.66 0.836

HAM-Db 0.92 (0.86–0.98) 6.46 0.022

Stroopc 1.02 (0.97–1.07) 0.51 40.99

Stroop� timed 1.09 (1.02–1.16) 5.90 0.030

Model Be

Age 0.95 (0.89–1.00) 3.31 0.138

Education 1.07 (0.97–1.18) 1.70 0.386

HAM-D 0.92 (0.86–0.98) 6.17 0.026

CIRS Heartf 0.69 (0.51–0.93) 6.14 0.026

Stroop 1.01 (0.96–1.06) 0.08 40.99

Stroop� time 1.08 (1.01–1.16) 5.32 0.042

*Bonferonni corrected p-values for two comparisons using DRS IP and Stroop
for modeling of remission.
aProportional hazards likelihood ratio w2¼ 24.64, df¼ 5, p¼ 0.0002.
b24-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale.
cStroop Color-Word scores.
dTime¼ log(time to remission)�3.54; The constant, 3.54, is the average of the
logs of the survival times.
eProportional hazards likelihood ratio w2¼ 29.80, df¼ 6, po0.0001.
fCumulative Illness Rating Scale-Geriatric Version, Heart Disease Domain.
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significantly correlated with response inhibition when
education, age, and HAM-D were taken into consideration
(Stroop scores partial rs¼�0.14, p¼ 0.17). Introducing
both Stroop and CIRS Heart Disease scores in the same
model demonstrated that each was associated with poor
remission rate, suggesting that the effect of CIRS Heart
Disease scores on remission is not mediated by abnormal
response inhibition functions assessed by the Stroop test.

DISCUSSION

The principal finding of this study is that abnormal scores
in IP, or response inhibition tasks are associated with
poorer remission rate of geriatric depression. Cardiac
disease burden was also associated with poor remission
rate, but the effect of cardiac burden on remission was not
mediated by impairment in either IP or response inhibition.
To our knowledge, this is the first controlled study to

demonstrate a relationship between abnormal executive
functions, remission, and symptom improvement of ger-
iatric depression after treatment with a single antidepres-
sant. This finding is consistent with earlier observations of
uncontrolled treatment studies, which observed that im-
pairment in some executive functions predict adverse
outcomes of geriatric depression (Simpson et al, 1998;
Kalayam and Alexopoulos, 1999; Alexopoulos et al, 2000).
The frequent co-occurrence of executive dysfunction and

late-life depression as well as the relationship of executive
dysfunction to the course of depression suggest that
common or related abnormalities predispose to both
depressive symptoms and executive dysfunction. Clinical,
structural neuroimaging, and brain function studies sug-
gest that frontostriatal-limbic dysfunction is a candidate
abnormality (Alexopoulos, 2002). Neurological disorders
leading to executive dysfunction, including Parkinson’s
disease, supranuclear palsy, and Huntington’s disease, are
often complicated by depression and accompanied by
executive dysfunction (Sobin and Sackeim, 1997). Consis-
tent with clinical observations, MRI studies have shown that
hyperintensities are common in subcortical structures and

their frontal and limbic connections of depressed elders
with executive dysfunction (Krishnan et al, 1997). Ischemic
lesions of the caudate head and the left frontal pole often
lead to depression (Starkstein et al, 1988). Abnormal
metabolism of the caudate nucleus and the frontal regions
have also been observed in depression (Drevets, 2000).
Depressed elderly patients have reduced activation of the
dorsal anterior cingulate after a paced word activation task
compared to normal elders (de Asis et al, 2001). The basal
ganglia, the prefrontal areas, the amygdala, and some
paralimbic regions appear to be abnormally activated in
young depressives (Drevets, 1998).
Along with this study’s findings, emerging evidence

suggests that frontostriatal-limbic abnormalities are asso-
ciated with poor outcomes of depression. White matter
hyperintensities have been associated both with executive
dysfunction (Aizenstein et al, 2002; Boone et al, 1992) and
with poor outcomes of geriatric depression (Hickie et al,
1995, 1997; Simpson et al, 1998; O’Brien et al, 1998; Steffens
et al, 2001). Hypometabolism of the rostral anterior
cingulate was reported in treatment-resistant depression,
while cingulate hypermetabolism was associated with
favorable response (Mayberg, 1997; Mayberg et al, 1997);
integrity of the anterior cingulate is required for the
executive functions tested by the IP and the Stroop. An
electrical tomography analysis study suggests that anterior
cingulate activity is a predictor of the extent of treatment
response in depressed younger adults (Pizzagalli et al,
2001); functional integrity of the anterior cingulated cortex
is required for the performance of executive functions.
Finally, an electrophysiological study demonstrated that
increased left frontal error negative wave amplitude
following Stroop activation predicts limited or slow change
in depressive symptoms in elders receiving citalopram
treatment (Kalayam and Alexopoulos, 2003).
From the theoretical point of view, this study’s findings

suggest that disruption in frontostriatal-limbic pathways
underlying executive dysfunction confers a morbid vulner-
ability that increases the propensity of geriatric depression
towards chronicity. Conceptualizing executive dysfunction
as a vulnerability factor allows that clinical, for example,
noncardiac medical burden or disability, may modify the
impact of vulnerability resulting from frontostriatal-limbic
impairment, although no such effects were observed in this
sample.
Dysfunction of frontostriatal-limbic pathways can occur

through a variety of mechanisms, including vascular and
degenerative processes that may disrupt this circuitry
directly or by damaging its connections to monoaminergic
stem nuclei (Alexopoulos, 2002; Mayberg and Solomon,
1995; Krishnan, 1993). Nonetheless, in this study, there was
no relationship between vascular disease burden and
remission of geriatric depression. Moreover, heart disease
burden was associated with poor remission rates, but its
effect was not mediated by executive dysfunction. These
observations do not support the part of the ‘vascular
depression’ hypothesis, which postulates that vascular
changes leading to frontostriatal dysfunction perpetuate
late-life depression (Alexopoulos et al, 1997a). An alter-
native explanation is that the global measures of vascular
and heart disease burden used in this study are inadequate
for assessing the integrity of cerebral vasculature.
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Figure 2 Remission rates in 112 elderly patients with major depression
with high and low scores (Median Split) at the Stroop Color-Word Test.
The Stroop Color-Word w2 was estimated after adjustment for age,
education, and severity of depression (HAM-D).
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Executive dysfunction and related behavioral abnormal-
ities may have been misidentified as depressive symptoms,
thus leading to an inflated number of nonremitted patients
among those with executive dysfunction. However, use of a
rather liberal definition of remission (HAM-Do10) may
have reduced the impact of this potentially confounding
factor. Another potential shortcoming of this study is the
limited assessment of executive functions. However, the
DRS IP and the Stroop tests administered in this study have
been associated with frontostriatal function in clinical and
functional neuroimaging studies. Autopsy studies have
shown that patients with the subcortical dementing
disorders perform worse than patients with cortical
dementia on the IP subscale of the DRS (Rosser and
Hodges, 1994). Similarly, impairment in the IP subscale of
the DRS and limited impairment in the DRS memory
subscale characterized patients with Parkinson’s disease
and distinguished them from Alzheimer’s patients (Paolo
et al, 1995). In addition, functional neuroimaging studies
suggest that functions tested by the IP subscale require
integrity of prefrontal circuitry. Performance of a verbal
fluency task was shown to result in increased left
dorsolateral prefrontal activity (Frith et al, 1991). Learning
of a new motor sequence is associated with activation of the
dorsolateral cortex and the anterior cingulate (Hikosaka
et al, 1998; Jueptner et al, 1997). Finally, response inhibition
tasks, like those of the Stroop test, lead to activation of the
anterior cingulate cortex (Bush et al, 2000; Davidson et al,
2002). Nevertheless, replication of this study with a more
detailed executive dysfunction assessment is necessary.
In conclusion, this study documents that executive

dysfunction and heart disease burden constitute indepen-
dent vulnerability factors that increase the risk for
chronicity of geriatric depression. The heuristic value of
this finding is that it provides the basis for empirical
investigation of the role of specific frontostriatal-limbic
pathways in modifying the course of geriatric depression.
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